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Abstract. Two parties, say Alice and Bob, possess two sets of elements
that belong to a universe of possible values and wish to test whether these
sets are disjoint or not. In this paper we consider the above problem in
the setting where Alice and Bob wish to disclose no information to each
other about their sets beyond the single bit: “whether the intersection
is empty or not.” This problem has many applications in commercial
settings where two mutually distrustful parties wish to decide with minimum possible disclosure whether there is any overlap between their private datasets. We present three protocols that solve the above problem
that meet different efficiency and security objectives and data representation scenarios. Our protocols are based on Homomorphic encryption and
in our security analysis, we consider the semi-honest setting as well as the
malicious setting. Our most efficient construction for a large universe in
terms of overall communication complexity uses a new encryption primitive that we introduce called “superposed encryption.” We formalize this
notion and provide a construction that may be of independent interest.
For dealing with the malicious adversarial setting we take advantage of
recent efficient constructions of Universally-Composable commitments
based on verifiable encryption as well as zero-knowledge proofs of language membership.

1

Introduction

Suppose that Alice and Bob, wish to test whether their stock-portfolios share
any common stocks. Nevertheless they are mutually distrustful and they are
reluctant to reveal the contents of their portfolios to each other or to a third
party. More generally, Alice and Bob possess two datasets drawn from a universe
of publicly known values and wish to find out whether the intersection of their
sets is empty or not with the minimum possible disclosure of information: only a
single bit should become known, “whether the two datasets are disjoint or not.”
We call this a private disjointness test.
?
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A private disjointness test is a useful primitive in various online collaboration procedures. Indeed, depending on the disjointness of their two datasets,
Alice and Bob may then proceed to different courses of action, e.g., in the case
of a positive answer, Alice and Bob may seek further authorization and proceed to actually compute the intersection of their two datasets; on the other
hand, in case of a negative outcome Alice and Bob may terminate their negotiation. The minimum disclosure property of a single bit output that we require is
optimal from the point of view of decision-making based on private collections
of data.
Problem Formulation. Let us formulate the problem that we put forth in
more concrete terms: the two participants of a private disjointness test, Alice
and Bob (and henceforth called A and B) possess two subsets SA and SB of
T
?
the universe Ω; they wish to extract the bit “SA SB = ∅” without disclosing
any information about SA , SB to each other (except the sizes of SA and SB that
are publicly known). We will make the abstraction that Ω = {1, . . . , N } as for
a publicly known universe set Ω it is sufficient for the two parties to use the
indices of the actual elements that are contained in their datasets instead of
the elements themselves (using a predetermined ordering). Each dataset may be
represented in two possible ways: either using its characteristic bitstring (and
thus the two players in this case possess inputs of length N bits) or using a
list of indices listed explicitly i.e., the length of each player’s input NX log N
where NX = #SX (the number of elements of the X player’s dataset) where
X ∈ {A, B}.
A protocol solution for a private disjointness test will be called a Private
Intersection Predicate Evaluation (PIPE) protocol. Given a correct PIPE protocol, we will be interested in various objectives such as (i) the level of security of
each player against the other, (ii) minimization of the total communication and
time complexity based on the input sizes of the two players, (iii) minimization of
the number of rounds of interaction between the two players. Note that we will
consider only PIPE protocols where one of the two players (selected to be A) has
output. This is a standard assumption and consistent with a client-server type
of interaction between the two parties. Naturally players may execute a PIPE
protocol changing roles if output is desired in both sides.
Our Results. We present three PIPE protocols that satisfy different aspects of
the objectives above; PIPE protocol #1 is suitable for settings where each player
represents its input as a characteristic bitstring (this setting is suitable when the
universe is not substantially larger than the size of the datasets); our protocol is
very efficient and achieves communication complexity linear in N in only a single
round of interaction between the two players (we note that this communication
is optimal for the general case of the disjointness problem, cf. the overview
of related work in the following paragraph). The setting where datasets are
substantially smaller compared to the universe size and one wishes to construct
protocols that are sublinear in N is more challenging. Our PIPE protocol #2
applies to this setting and operates efficiently with NA ×NB total communication
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using NB rounds of interaction. Finally, our PIPE protocol #3, operating in the
same
¡ setting
¢ as the second protocol, requires more communication, proportional
B
to NAN+N
but reduces the number of rounds to a single round of interaction
B
between the two players.
It should be stressed that protocols such as PIPE #2 and PIPE #3, reveal
the size of the datasets of the players while PIPE #1 does not. This seems
unavoidable if one wants to obtain sublinear communication. Nevertheless, it
is straightforward that players need only reveal an upper bound on the number
of elements of their dataset (this can be done by adjoining to the universe a
sufficient amount of “dummy” elements different for each player that can be
used for dataset padding). We defer further details for the full version.
We first describe our protocols in the so called semi-honest setting (parties
are assumed to follow the protocol specifications) and then we consider their
extension to the malicious setting (players may deviate arbitrarily from protocol
specifications). We provide a concrete formulation of the malicious adversarial
setting and efficient transformations of our PIPE protocols (of asymptotically the
same complexity) to this setting, taking advantage of Universally-Composable
commitments based on a recent verifiable encryption scheme. From a technical
viewpoint we remark that, in our attempt to provide a communication efficient
protocol for the setting where each party encodes his dataset as a list of values, we came up with a notion of public-key encryption (which we formalize
and realize as part of the description of PIPE protocol #2) that is called superposed encryption and may have further applications in concrete secure
function evaluation protocols.
Related Work. A private disjointness test falls into a general category of secure
protocols that allow two parties to compare information they possess without
leaking it. In turn, such protocols can be formulated and solved in terms of
two-party Secure Function Evaluation [25] (see also [18]).
The special case of a private disjointness test where each party has a single element in the dataset has been studied extensively and is called a “private
equality test.” Protocols for private equality tests were considered in [13, 22, 20].
The problem of securely computing the intersection of two private datasets was
considered in [22] and more recently in [15]. A related problem to a private
disjointness test is scalar multiplication. A concurrent to the present work investigation of the notion of scalar products in the context of private data mining
procedures appeared in [17].
The disjointness test problem itself was considered from the communication
complexity perspective (without taking into account privacy) and a linear lower
bound was shown [19, 23] even in the probabilistic setting (that allows an amount
of error in the test). This suggests that there is no chance for a sublinear communication solution in the size of the universe in the worst case.
PIPE Protocols Based on Existing Techniques. As mentioned above, a
private disjointness test can be formulated in the setting of secure function evaluation over a circuit. We note that protocol constructions based on secure circuit
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evaluation in the sense of [25] are not particularly efficient; nevertheless, they
may be well within reach of current computational capabilities depending on
the circuit as some recent results suggest [21]. Regarding building a private
disjointness test over a circuit, we consider the two scenarios of input encoding: (i) input to each player is by the characteristic bitstring of the subset,
(ii) input is by the subset as a list of elements. Using the formulation of secure
two-party evaluation of Goldreich [18] and a security parameter `, we have the
following: regarding (i), we can design a circuit for testing disjointness that uses
2N AND gates and 2N − 1 XOR gates something that will result in a protocol
with communication complexity 16N ` + 2N bits (using 2N ` oblivious transfers). Regarding (ii), (assuming subset sizes of NA and NB for the two players
respectively) we can design a circuit that contains NA NB (3 log2 (N ) − 1)) XORgates and NA NB (log2 (N ) + 1) AND-gates that will produce a protocol of total
communication 8NA NB `(log2 (N ) + 1) + NA log2 (N ) + NB log2 (N ) bits (using
NA NB (log2 (N ) + 1) oblivious transfers). The number of rounds required by the
two protocols is O(N ) in the first case and O(NA NB + log N ) in the second
case. Evidently our PIPE constructions compare very favorably to generic secure function evaluation techniques – e.g. for case (i) our PIPE protocol #1 has
total communication of 2(N +1)` bits and a single round of interaction, where for
the case (ii) our PIPE protocol #2 has total communication of 3(NB (NA + 2)`
bits with NB rounds of interaction; finally, our PIPE protocol #3 (applying to
case (ii) as well) has a single round of interaction (at the cost of substantially
larger communication though).
Beyond secure function evaluation techniques, the most related to the present
work previous protocol constructions are those of [15]. This latter paper deals
with the problem of computation of the actual intersection set of two private
datasets; moreover the protocol construction of [15] (as noted in that paper)
can also be easily modified to a protocol that reveals the size of the intersection
only (not its elements); a private disjointness test nevertheless has a much more
stringent security requirement (only one bit of information must be revealed —
and perhaps an upper bound on the size of both datasets); for this reason it
appears to be much more challenging to achieve. Another related problem to the
intersection computation that is mentioned by [15] is “private threshold matching” that requires the computation of whether the intersection is larger than a
specified threshold. Naturally a private disjointness test is a special case of this
problem; nevertheless, no efficient protocol construction of a private disjointness test that is entirely independent from generic secure function evaluation
techniques is known for this problem (cf. [15]).
Regarding our notion of superposed encryption we remark that it can be
paralleled w.r.t. functionality to a (2, 2) threshold homomorphic encryption with
the main difference being in that in a superposed scheme key-generation is executed locally without communication and independently assuming fixed publicparameters. Concurrently and independently to the present work applications of
(2, 2)-threshold-homomorphic encryption in two-party secure computations were
considered in [24].
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Organization. In section 2 we present the cryptographic primitives that are
used in our constructions. In section 3 we present our three private intersection
evaluation protocols as well as the notion of superposed encryption. Finally, in
section 4 we consider the malicious adversary setting.
Due to lack of space we have omitted the proofs of our theorems from this
extended abstract. They will appear in the full version of this work.

2

Preliminaries

Homomorphic Encryption. An encryption scheme is a triple hK, E, Di of algorithms defined as follows: the key generation algorithm K on input 1` (where
` is the key length) outputs a public key pk and a secret key sk. The encryption function Epk uses the public key pk for its operation Epk : R × P → C.
In this case, P is the plaintext space, C is the ciphertext space and R is the
randomness space (all parameterized by `). At the same time, the decryption function Dsk : C → P uses the secret key sk so that for any plaintext
m ∈ P , if Epk (r, p) = c, then Dsk (c) = p for any r ∈ R. Homomorphic encryption adds to the above the following requirements: there exist binary operations +, ⊕, ¯ defined over the spaces P , R, C so that hP, +i, hR, ⊕i are the
groups written additively and hC, ¯i – multiplicatively. We say that an encryption scheme is Homomorphic if for all r1 , r2 ∈ R and all x1 , x2 ∈ P it holds
that
Epk (r1 , x1 ) ¯ Epk (r2 , x2 ) = Epk (r1 ⊕ r2 , x1 + x2 )
Informally, this means that if we want to “add” plaintexts that are encrypted,
we may “multiply” their corresponding ciphertexts. As a result, we can “add”
any two plaintexts (by multiplying corresponding ciphertexts); also we can multiply an encrypted plaintext by an integer constant, by raising its corresponding
ciphertext to the power that is equal to the integer constant — which is essentially multiplying a ciphertext by itself a number of times; note that this can be
done efficiently by using standard repeated squaring.
ElGamal Homomorphic Encryption. We will employ a standard variant of
ElGamal encryption [12]. This variant of ElGamal has been employed numerous
times in the past (e.g., in the context of e-voting [8]). This public-key encryption
scheme is a triple hK, E, Di defined as follows:
– Key-generation K. Given a security parameter `, the probabilistic algorithm
K(1` ) outputs a public-key pk := hp, g, h, f i and the corresponding secretkey x so that the following are satisfied: (i) p is a `-bit prime number so that
(p − 1)/2 = q is also a prime number. (ii) g is an element of order q in Z∗p .
(iii) h, f ∈ hgi are randomly selected. (iv) x = logg h.
– Encryption E. Given public-key pk = hp, g, h, f i and a plaintext m ∈ Zq , E
samples r ←R Zq and returns hg r , hr f m i.
– Decryption D. Given secret-key x and a ciphertext hG, Hi the decryption
algorithm returns G−x H(modp). Note that this will only return f m , never-
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theless this would be sufficient for our setting as, given a ciphertext hg r , hr f m i
?

we will only be interested in testing whether m = 0 (something that can eas?

ily be done by testing G−x H ≡p 1).
Observe that the above encryption scheme is homomorphic: indeed, the randomness space R, the plaintext space P and the ciphertext space C satisfy the
following: (i) R = P = Zq and (R, ⊕), (P, +) are additive groups by setting the
operations ⊕, + to be addition modulo q. (ii) C ⊆ Z∗p × Z∗p and it holds that
(C, ¯) is a multiplicative group when ¯ is defined as pointwise multiplication
modulo p. (iii) it holds that for any r1 , r2 ∈ R, x1 , x2 , and pk = hp, g, h, f i,
Epk (r1 , x1 ) ¯ Epk (r2 , x2 ) = hg r1 , hr1 f x1 i ¯ hg r2 , hr2 f x2 i = hg r1 +r2 , hr1 +r2 f x1 +x2 i
Interactive Protocols. A two-party interactive protocol P is specified by a pair
of probabilistic Interactive Turing machines hA, Bi. Each TM has input tape,
private work tapes, output tape, as well as both have access to a communication
tape; one of them is designated to make the first move. An execution of a protocol
P is denoted by exechA(a), B(b)i where a is the private input for A, b is the
private input for B. We will denote as outA hA(a), B(b)i and outB hA(a), B(b)i the
private outputs of the two ITM’s. We write outhA(a), B(b)i for the concatenation
of the outputs of the two parties.
Here we will consider protocols where only player A has output. We say
that a protocol P computes a certain functionality f if it holds that for all a, b
outA hA(a), B(b)i = f (a, b) (note that outB hA(a), B(b)i is not relevant in this
case and it may be designated to just >, a dummy “accept” symbol).
For a given protocol P = hA, Bi we define as viewA hA(a), B(b)i the random
variable tuple ha, ρ, m1 , . . . , mk i where ρ is the internal coin tosses of A and
m1 , . . . , mk are the messages received from B. In a similar fashion we define
viewB hA(a), B(b)i.
Definition 1. A protocol P computing a functionality f is said to be private
w.r.t. semi-honest behavior if the following hold true for all a, b: there exists a
simulator S (respectively S 0 ) so that S(a, f (a, b)) (respectively S 0 (b)) is computationally indistinguishable from viewAhA(a), B(b)i. (respectively viewBhA(a), B(b)i).
Privacy w.r.t. malicious behavior is a bit more complicated as in this case we
cannot assume that either party follows the protocol P as it is specified (i.e., either party may abort or transmit elements that do not follow the specifications).
The way that security is dealt in this case is by comparing the player’s views
with respect to an “ideal” protocol implementation. In particular, an ideal twoparty protocol for the functionality f operates with the help of a trusted-third
party T as follows: player A transmits to T the value a; player B transmits to
T the value b. T computes the value f (a, b) and transmits it to player A while
it sends the value > to player B. If either player fails to transmit its input to
T then T returns ⊥ to both parties. Normally A, B output whatever output is
given by T in their private output tape.
Privacy w.r.t. malicious behavior then is defined (informally) in the following fashion: for any implementation of player B denoted by B ∗ in the real world
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∗
there exists a Bideal
that operates in the ideal world so that the random variables
∗
∗
outhA(a), B (b)i and outhAideal (a), Bideal
(b)i, are computationally indistinguishable. Likewise, for any implementation of player A denoted by A∗ in the real
world there exists a A∗ideal that operates in the ideal world so that the random
variables outhA∗ (a), B(b)i and outhA∗ideal (a), Bideal (b)i, are computationally indistinguishable. A formal definition of the above will be given in the full version — it is omitted here due to lack of space; we refer to [18] for more details
w.r.t. secure two-party function evaluation.

Universally Composable Commitments. A commitment is a scheme that
allows to a party called the committer holding a value x to submit a value C(x)
to a party called the receiver so that the two following properties are satisfied
(i) hiding: the value C(x) does not reveal any information about x, (ii) binding:
the committer can “open” C(x) to reveal that it is a commitment to x in a
unique way (this is called the decommitment phase). Universally-Composable
(UC) commitments, introduced by Canetti and Fischlin [3] is a very useful tool
for proving security in the malicious setting for secure function evaluation protocols. Informally, a UC-commitment simulates an ideal commitment scheme
where the committer submits x to a trusted third party T in the commitment
phase, and in the decommitment phase, T simply transfers x to the receiver.
More efficient UC-commitments were presented by Damgard and Nielsen [10].
Verifiable encryption of discrete-logarithms was suggested by Camenisch and
Shoup in [2] and is a useful tool for constructing UC-commitments. In the construction suggested in [2] (using the common reference string model, cf. [9]) a
UC-commitment scheme can be constructed as a pair hψ, Ci where C = γ1x γ2r
and ψ is a verifiable encryption of the pair x, r. In a real execution the relative
discrete-logarithms of γ1 , γ2 and the secret-key of the verifiable encryption are
unknown; this allows one to prove that the commitment scheme is computationally binding and hiding. In the simulation, on the other hand, the simulator
controls the common reference string so that the secret-key of the verifiable encryption as well as the relative discrete-logarithm of γ1 base γ2 are known; this
allows the simulator to extract the committed value as well as equivocate the
committed value (open the commitment in an arbitrary way).
Zero-knowledge Proofs of Language Membership. Proofs of language
membership were introduced in [16]. A proof of knowledge of language membership is a protocol between parties, the prover and the verifier, that allows
a prover to show knowledge of a witness w so that (w, x) ∈ R holds, where
R is a polynomial-time relation and x is a publicly known value; the existence of such witness suggests that x belongs to the NP-language L defined
as x ∈ L ↔ ∃w : (w, x) ∈ R. Such a protocol is called a proof of knowledge if
it satisfies the property that the verifier cannot extract any knowledge about w
except for the fact that such w exists and it is known to the prover (this requires
the existence of a knowledge extractor for the protocol, see [1]).
In our context, we will consider efficient and non-interactive zero-knowledge
proofs of language membership that deal with languages of committed and encrypted values. Regarding non-interactiveness, we will resort to the Fiat-Shamir
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heuristics [14] that employ a random oracle for providing the challenge for the
prover. Security will be argued in the random oracle model. Regarding efficiency,
we stress that we will not resort to generic zero-knowledge arguments for NPlanguages. Instead, we will rely on three-move zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge, cf. [7], that are specifically designed for the encryption and commitment
schemes at hand. Below we describe the proofs that we will employ:
Proofs of knowledge of a discrete-log representation. PK(x1 , x2 : y = g1x1 g2x2 ).
This is a standard protocol used extensively in various constructions; it originates
from [4].
Proof of knowledge of Equality of Discrete-logarithms. PK(x1 , x2 : y1 = g1x1 ∧y2 =
g2x2 ), also a standard protocol used extensively; it originates from [5].
Proof of knowledge of a Product. PK(x1 , x2 : y = g x1 ·x2 ); this is slightly more
tricky than the above, as it requires at least one separate discrete-log based
commitment to one of the two values; see e.g., [6].
We will also consider OR/AND compositions of the above protocols [11, 7].

3

Private Intersection Predicate Evaluation

In this section we give a formal definition of Private Intersection Predicate Evaluation (PIPE) protocols and we present three protocol constructions for different
settings and objectives that allow the computation of the intersection predicate
of the two datasets possessed by the two players.
Definition 2. A two-party Private Intersection Predicate Evaluation (PIPE)
protocol is a pair hA, Bi of ITM’s that have the following properties:
– (Correctness) For any SA , SB ⊆ {1, . . . , N } , let f (SA , SB ) ∈ {0, 1} so that
f (SA , SB ) = 1 if and only if SA ∩ SB 6= ∅. A, B is a correct PIPE protocol if
it is a two-party protocol that computes the functionality f .
– (Security) It will be argued in the semi-honest and malicious behavior setting
according to the definitions of section 2.
The time and communication complexity of PIPE protocols will be measured
over the parameters N, NA = #SA , NB = #SB (note that SA = a1 , .., bNA and
SB = b1 , .., bNB ) as well as a security parameter `; we will also measure the
number of rounds that a protocol requires (a round = a full interaction between
A and B).
Note that we will somewhat relax the definition of security above for protocols
PIPE #2 and PIPE #3 in order to achieve sublinear communication in the size
of the universe. In particular we will allow to the ideal functionality to release
upper bounds on the list sizes in addition to the single bit output (in fact ,
without loss of generality, we will assume that the ideal functionality releases
the sizes of the datasets).
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Two-Party PIPE Protocol #1

Consider two players A and B that have sets of values SA = {a1 , . . . , aNA } and
SB = {b1 , . . . , bNB } where SA , SB ⊆ [N ] and [N ] = {1, . . . , N }. The two datasets
are stored by the players in the form of their characteristic bitstring of length
X
X
N : SX is represented by a bitstring BitX = hbitX
1 , . . . , bitN i so that bitj = 1 iff
j ∈ SX , where X ∈ {A, B}.
Step 1. Player A executes the key generation algorithm for a public-key encryption hK, E, Di to obtain pk, sk. After this, player A sends to the player B pk
and the encryption of BitA , as follows: hc1 , c2 , . . . , cN i, where cj = Epk (bitA
j ).
Step 2. Upon receiving hc1 , . . . , cN i and pk from player A, player B computes
a ciphertext c as follows: Let random 6= 0 be some random number drawn
uniformly from R (the randomness space of the encryption), then:
bitB
1

c = (c1

bitB

¯ · · · ¯ cN N )random ¯ Epk (0)

Note that Epk (0) is used to refresh the randomness of the ciphertext c. The
above expression is equivalent to :
B
A
B
c = Epk ((bitA
1 · bit1 + · · · + bitN · bitN ) × random + 0)
B
A
B
Observe that if bitA
j = 1 and bitj = 1, then bitj ·bitj will produce 1. In all other
cases, the result ofT
multiplication will be 0. It follows that we will obtain 10 s in
all cases ofTj ∈ SA SB . The sum of all multiplications together can result in 0
only if SA SB = ∅. The sum is multiplied by some random number so that it
becomes impossible to determine how many elements belong to the intersection.
Player B sends back the value of c to the player A .

Step 3. Player A, using his secret-key, tests whether the T
decryption of c is equal
to 0 or not; if the decryption is 0, A concludes that SA SB = ∅; otherwise, if
the decryption is non-zero, player A concludes that there must be at least one
element in the joint intersection.
Theorem 1. The above protocol is a correct PIPE protocol that is secure in the
semi-honest model under the CPA security of hK, E, Di.
Regarding efficiency, if ` is the security parameter, and the key-generation,
encryption and decryption require k(`), e(`), d(`) time respectively, it holds that
(i) the total communication complexity is 2(N +1)` bits (ii) the time-complexity
of player A is k(`) + N e(`) + d(`), and (iii) the time-complexity of player B is
N ` + NB `2 + `3 + e(`).
3.2

Two-Party PIPE Protocol # 2

In the protocol of this section, we will employ a type of a public-key encryption scheme that we call (two-player) superposed encryption. In this kind of
encryption scheme, there are two parties each with a pair of public and secretkeys defined over the same public-parameters (e.g., the same prime modulus).
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The functionality of the encryption scheme extends regular public-key encryption in the following way: given a plaintext m0 and a ciphertext c that encrypts
a plaintext m under one player’s public-key, one can superpose c with m0 to
obtain a “superposed ciphertext” c0 that can be decrypted by either player to
a random ciphertext that hides the plaintext m · m0 and can be decrypted by
the other player. Formally, superposed encryption is a sequence of procedures
hK, K 0 , E, E ext , D, Dsup i defined as follows:
– The key generation algorithm K is comprised by an initial key generation
step that produces the public parameter param, as well as K 0 that produces
the public-key and secret-key for each user (given the parameter param).
–
–
–

–

Now given param ← K(`) and (pkA , skA ), (pkB , skB ) ← K 0 (param):
The two encryption functions are specified as follows: EpkX : P → C and
sup,X
Epk
: P × C → C sup for each player X ∈ {A, B}.
A ,pkB
The encryption function EpkX is homomorphic for the plaintext (P, +), randomness (R, ⊕) and ciphertext group (C, ¯). Moreover, (P, +, ·) is a ring.
sup,X
sup,X
The superposed encryptions Epk
(m, EpkX (m0 )) and Epk
A ,pkB
A ,pkB
0
0
(m , EpkX (m)) are indistinguishable for any fixed m, m , where X is a player,
X ∈ {A, B}, and X is the other player, X ∈ {A, B} − {X}.
The decryption functions satisfy the following conditions:
• DskX (EpkX (m)) = m if X ∈ {A, B}, for all m ∈ P .
• For any fixed c ∈ EpkX (m0 ), it holds that if c0 is distributed according to
sup
sup,X
Dsk
(Epk
(m, c)), then c0 is uniformly distributed over EpkX (m · m0 ).
X
A ,pkB
where X ∈ {A, B} and X is the single element of {A, B} − {X}.

Next we define the appropriate notion of security for superposed encryption.
Observe the differences from regular semantic security of public-key encryption:
the adversary is allowed to select a ciphertext and a public-key over which the
challenge plaintext will be superposed.
B
`
The superposed encryption CPA Game GB
cpa (denoted by Gcpa (1 )):
1. param ← K(1` );
2. (pkA , skA ) ← K 0 (param);
3. haux, pkB , c, m0 , m1 i ← B(choose, 1` , param, pkA )
4. Choose b ←R {0, 1};
sup,A
5. Set c∗ ← Epk
(mb , c);
A ,pkB
∗
6. b ← B(guess, aux, c∗ );
7. if b = b∗ return > else return ⊥;
Note that the above game assumes that player B is the “attacker.” The
`
identical game where player A is the attacker, will be denoted by GA
cpa (1 ).
Definition 3. A superposed encryption scheme satisfies CPA security provided
`
that for any PPT attackers A, B it holds that 2Prob[GA
cpa (1 ) = >] − 1 and
B
`
2Prob[Gcpa (1 ) = >] − 1 are negligible functions in the security parameter `.
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Below we show that superposed encryption CPA security implies regular CPA
security of the underlying public-key encryption scheme.
Theorem 2. Let hK, K 0 , E, E sup , D, Dsup i be a superposed encryption scheme
that satisfies CPA security. Then, the underlying public-key encryption
hK 00 , E, Di (where K 00 is the composition of K and K 0 ) is a CPA pk encryption scheme.
As a side note, the opposite does not hold necessarily and CPA security of
the underlying public-key encryption does not appear to imply CPA security for
the superposed scheme.
Construction. The scheme that we will use is based on ElGamal encryption
and it is as follows:
– K, given 1` , samples a prime number p such that p = 2q+1 with q also prime.
Then it selects a g 0 ∈ Z∗p and sets g ← (g 0 )2 (modp) and selects h ←R hgi.
The public parameter is param := hp, q, g, hi. The user key generation operates as follows: given hp, q, gi it samples x ←R Zq and sets yX := g x ( mod p),
with pkX = yX and skX = x.
r m
– The encryption function EpkX selects r ←R Zq and returns hg r , yX
h i (for
sup,A
X ∈ {A, B}). The ciphertext encryption function EpkA ,pkB takes a ciphertext
pair hG, Hi and the plaintext m, it samples r, r0 ←R Zq and returns the triple
0
sup,B
r r0 m
hg r , Gm g r , yX
yX H i. Likewise the ciphertext encryption Epk
takes a
A ,pkB
ciphertext pair hG, Hi and the plaintext m, it samples r, r0 ←R Zq and
0
r r0 m
returns the triple hGm g r , g r , yX
yX H i.
sup
sup
The decryption function Dsk
(c)
(respectively Dsk
(c)) for c = hGA , GB , Y i
A
B
−skA
B
it returns the ciphertext hGB , Y GA i (respectively hGA , Y G−sk
i).
B
To see that the above scheme is a superposed encryption observe:
0

0

0

0

0

0

sup
sup,B
sup
r m·m
r r m·m
Dsk
h
i
(Epk
i) = hg r , yB
(m, EpkA (m0 ))) = Dsk
yB h
(hg r , g r , yA
A
A ,pkB
A

Theorem 3. The superposed encryption scheme presented above satisfies CPA
security under the DDH assumption.
The PIPE protocol. Suppose that hK, E, E sup , D, Dsup i is a superposed encryption, and the two players possess the lists SA , SB respectively that are subsets of [N ] with NA = #SA and NB = #SB .
Step 0. The two players A, B receive as public joint input param ← K(1` ) and
each one executes separately the key-generation algorithm to obtain (pkA , skA )←
KA (param), (pkB , skB ) ← KB (param).
Player A selects α0 , . . . , αNA ∈ Zq such that the polynomial f (x) := α0 +
α1 x + . . . αNA xNA has the property that f (a) = 0 if and only if a ∈ SA .
sup,B
Also player A computes c∗ = Epk
(1, EpkA (1)).
A ,pkB
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The following steps are repeated for j = 1, . . . , NB :
sup
Step j .1. Player A computes c = Dsk
(c∗ ). Player A transmits to player B the
A
sequence of superposed ciphertexts,
sup,A
sup,A
hc∗0 , . . . , c∗NA i = hEpk
(α0 , c), . . . , Epk
(αNA , c)i
A ,pkB
A ,pkB

Step j .2. Player B decrypts the superposed ciphertexts as follows:
sup
sup
(c∗NA )i
hc0 , . . . , cNA i = hDsk
(c∗0 ), . . . , Dsk
B
B

Observe that, if j = 1,
hc0 , . . . , cNA i ∈ hEpkA (α0 ), . . . , EpkA (αNA )i
or for j > 1,
hc0 , . . . , cNA i ∈ hEpkA (f (b1 ) . . . f (bj−1 ) · α0 ), . . . , EpkA (f (b1 ) . . . f (bj−1 ) · αNA )i
Following this, player B computes
NA

c0 = EpkA (0) · c0 · (c1 )bj . . . (cNA )bj

∈ EpkA (f (b1 ) . . . f (bj ))

Observe that, c0 is uniformly distributed over EpkA (f (b1 ) . . . f (bj )). Then player
B computes an encryption of the ciphertext c0 using the superposed encryption
function
sup,B
c∗ = Epk
(1, c0 )
A ,pkB
and transmits c∗ to player A; the step j + 1 is executed now.
In the final round when j = NB the following modifications are made:
Final Round. Player B in step NB .2 does not compute c∗ using the superposed
sup,B
encryption Epk
; instead, he computes a regular ciphertext cFin as follows:
A ,pkB
cFin = (c0 )random · EpkA (0)
where random ←R Zq −{0}. Observe that cFin ∈ EpkA (0) if f (b1 ) . . . f (bNB ) = 0;
otherwise, cFin ∈ EpkA (s) where s is a random non-zero element of Zq .
When player A receives cFin , he computes s = DskA (cFin ) and concludes that
the intersection is empty if s 6= 0, or that there exists an intersection in case of
s = 0.
Theorem 4. The protocol described above is a correct PIPE protocol that is
secure in the semi-honest model under the CPA security of the superposed pkencryption.
Regarding efficiency, we need NB -rounds and for security parameter ` and
if the key-generation, encryption and decryption require k(`), e(`), d(`) time respectively, it holds that the total communication is 3NB (NA + 2)` bits; the timecomplexity of player A is Θ(k(`) + NB NA e(`) + NB d(`)); the time-complexity
of player B is Θ(k(`) + NB e(`) + NB NA d(`) + NA NB `2 + NA NB `2 log N + `3 ).
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Checking whether intersection exists for players that possess relatively small lists
of essentially constant size (compared to the universe [N ]) can be phrased in the
context of multivariate polynomial evaluation to allow a protocol with optimal
round complexity. Suppose now that players A and B have small lists of values
SA = {a1 , . . . , aNA } and SB = {b1 , . . . , bNB } where NA ¿ N and NB ¿ N .
First, player A selects hα0 , α1 , . . . , αNA i for the polynomial
P ol(z) =

NA
X

αu z u = α0 + α1 z + α2 z 2 + · · · + αNA z NA

u=0

so that P ol(a) = 0 iff a ∈ SA .
As in the case of PIPE protocol #2, player A wants to evaluate F (b1 ,
QNB
T
b2 , . . . , bNB ) = j=1
P ol(bj ) in order to find if SA STB is non-empty. If at
least one P ol(by ) is equal to 0 (i.e., by is in the SA SB ), then obviously
F (b1 , b2 , . . . , bt ) will evaluate in 0.
A direct application of the techniques of [15] in this setting will result in a
protocol of communication complexity Θ((NA + 1)NB ), as the total number of
coefficients of F (b1 , b2 , . . . , bNB ) is (NA + 1)NB . In the remaining of the section,
using the observation that many ¡of coefficients
are repeated, we will reduce the
¢
B
communication complexity to Θ( NAN+N
).
Observe
that the number of distinct
B
coefficients in the computation of F equals the number of possible multisets of
size NB from ¡the alphabet¢ of ¡size NA¢ + 1. Therefore, the number of distinct
B −1
B
coefficients is NA +1+N
= NAN+N
.
NB
B
¡
¢
B
Let us denote the array of such coefficients as Cf = hcf [1], . . . , cf [ NAN+N
]i.
B
Let I contain all monotonically decreasing tuples
hi
,
.
.
.
,
i
i
of
{0,
.
.
.,
NB
¡
¢1
B
NA }NB so that i` ≥ i`0 for ` > `0 . For j = 1, . . . , NAN+N
we
define
cf
[j]
to
be
B
cf [j] = αi1 αi2 . . . αiNB where hi1 , . . . , iNB i is the j-th tuple of I.
To describe the protocol, we need to specify an order in which the tuples
hi1 , . . . , iNB i are generated: we will use an inverse lexicographic order in I, i.e.,
hNA , . . . , NA i is the first element and the subsequent elements are in the order are
defined by the function next[hi1 , ..., iNB i] = hi1 , ...., it−1 , it − 1, it − 1, . . . , it − 1i
where t = min{1, ..., NB } with the property it+1 = · · · = iNB = 0. Note, that if
iNB 6= 0 then t = NB (the last element).
The protocol description is as follows:
Step 1. Player A executes the key generation algorithm for a public-key encryption hK, E, Di to obtain pk, sk.
Then, player¡ A sends
¢ to the player B the encryption of Cf , as follows:
B
hξ[1], ξ[2], . . . , ξ[ NAN+N
]i, where ξ[j] = Epk (cf [j]):
B
µ
¶
NA + NB
c = hEpk (cf [1]), Epk (cf [2]), . . . , Epk (cf [
])i
NB
Step 2. Let oci [j] equal the number of times the element j occurs in the monotonically decreasing tuple i = hi1 , . . . , iNB i. Observe that for such a tuple, the
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NB !
value Ti = oci [0]!oci [1]!...oc
corresponds to the number of times the coefficient
i [NA ]!
cf [i] is repeated in F . Note, oci [0] + · · · + oci [NA ] = NB .
Note that a tuple i = hi1 , i2 , . . . , iNB i can be permuted Ti times in to(j) (j)
(j)
tal; let hi1 , i2 , . . . , iNB i denote the j-th permutation of this tuple. If v =
¡NA +NB ¢
1, . . . ,
, let i[v] denote the v-th monotonically decreasing tuple of {0, . . . ,
NB
NB
NA }
that will
¡ be also
¢ denoted by hi1 [v], . . . iNB [v]i. Player B upon receiving
B
c = hξ[1], . . . , ξ[ NAN+N
]i, will perform the following: let random 6= 0 be some
B
random number drawn uniformly from P (the plaintext space); then, player B
computes:

F en = (

B
)
(NAN+N
B
K

PTi[v] QNB

ξ[v]

j=1

`=1

i

(j)

b``

[v]

)random ¯ Epk (0)

v=1

The above expression is equivalent to :

F en

B
)
(NAN+N
Ti[v] NB
B
X
X Y i(j) [v]
= Epk ((
cf [v]
b``
)random) = Epk (F (b1 , . . . , bNB )random)

v=1

j=1 `=1

The evaluation of F en will result in 0 only if SA
the value of F en to the player A .

T

SB 6= ∅. Player B sends back

Theorem 5. The protocol for players with small sets is a correct PIPE protocol
that is secure in the semi-honest model under the CPA security of hK, E, Di.
¡
¢
B
This protocol’s total communication complexity is NAN+N
+ 1 ciphertexts.
¡NA +NB ¢ B
The time-complexity on the side of player A is
encryptions and one
¡NA +NB ¢NB
decryption; the complexity for player B is
ciphertext multiplications,
NB
¡
¢
B
one encryption, and NAN+N
exponentiations;
note
that the time of computB
¡
¢
PTi[v] QNB i(j)
[v]
B
ing the exponents j=1 `=1 b``
for v = 1, . . . , NAN+N
is proportional to
B
NB
(NA + 1)
(equal to the total number of terms that should be computed for
the multivariate polynomial); nevertheless, the values of these terms can be precomputed by player B since they only involve the variables
¡ from
¢the player’s B
B
list. Thus, the online complexity will be proportional to NAN+N
steps.
B

4

Dealing with Malicious Parties

In this section we outline how the PIPE protocols presented in the previous sections can be modified so that they can be proven secure in the setting where either party is allowed to operate in a malicious way (as opposed to semi-honest).
The basic tools that will be necessary for the transformation are universally
composable commitments and zero-knowledge proofs of language membership
(see section 2). Our general approach for all three protocols will be as follows:
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players will provide UC-commitments for their private inputs and will use noninteractive zero-knowledge proofs of language membership to ensure that their
computations are consistent with the UC-commitments. Security will be subsequently argued in the random oracle model.
PIPE Protocol #1 for Malicious Parties. Let Comcrs (r, x) be of the form
hγ1r γ2x ( mod p), ψi where the first component is a Pedersen-like discrete-log based
commitment scheme that is made universable composable using verifiable encryption of [2], i.e., ψ is a verifiable encryption of r, x; note that γ1 , γ2 belong to
the common reference string crs. We will write Comcrs (x) to denote the random
variable defined by Comcrs (r, x) over all possible random coin tosses r.
Step 1. Player A executes the key generation algorithm for a public-key encryption hK, E, Di to obtain pk, sk. Player A sends to player B the ciphertexts hc1 , c2 , . . . , cN i, where cj := Epk (bitA
j ) as well as the commitments δj :=
Comcrs (bitA
)
for
j
=
1,
.
.
.
,
N
.
Player
A
accompanies
each pair (cj , δj ) with a
j
non-interactive proof of language membership PK(r, r0 , x : cj = Epk (r, x) ∧ δj =
Comcrs (r0 , x) ∧ x ∈ {0, 1}).
Step 2. Player B computes the ciphertext c as in the semi-honest case, c =
bitB
bitB
(c1 1 ¯· · ·¯cN N )random ¯Epk (r, 0). where r ←R R. Player B also computes the
0
commitments δj0 = Comcrs (bitB
j ) for j = 1, . . . , N and δN +1 = Comcrs (random) as
0
0
well as δN +2 = Comcrs (r) ; player B transmits to player A the values c, δ10 , . . . , δN
0
0
as well as a non-interactive proof of knowledge PK(r1 , . . . , rN +2 , x1 , . . . , xN , r0 ,
0
random : c = (cx1 1 ¯ · · · ¯ cxNN )random ¯ Epk (r, 0) ∧N
j=1 [δj = Comcrs (rj , xj ) ∧ xj ∈
0
0
0
0
{0, 1}] ∧ δN +1 = Comcrs (rN +1 , random) ∧ δN +2 = Comcrs (rN +2 , r)). Note that
such proof of knowledge can be constructed efficiently, cf. section 2.
Step 3. This is the same as in the semi-honest case: player A tests whether the
decryption of c is equal to 0 or not.
We note that either player aborts the protocol in case some of the noninteractive proofs of knowledge do not verify.
Theorem 6. The above protocol is a correct PIPE protocol that is secure in the
malicious setting in the random oracle model.
PIPE protocol #2 and #3 for malicious parties. Due to lack of space we
omit from this extended abstract the transformation of PIPE protocols # 2 and
# 3 in the malicious adversary setting. We remark that the transformation is
based on the same principles as above, i.e., the employment of UC-commitments
and the appropriate non-interactive proofs of language membership that show
that players’ moves are consistent with their commitments.
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